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Implementation

IHII SC Member: Will Goodon, Co-
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Background

Launched April 2019 to fund innovative 
Indigenous-led housing projects

Sponsored by Indigenous Services Canada, 
Infrastructure Canada and the Privy Council 
Office

Led by a 6-member Indigenous Steering 
Committee

Two phases: Accelerator ($6 million) and Project 
Implementation/Construction ($30 million)

Call for applications closed August 2019

342 applications received and 24 selected to 
participate in Accelerator

From left to right: Sean Willy, Will Goodon, Pamela Glode-Desrochers, 
Marcel Lawson-Swain, Dawn Madahbee Leach. Terry Audla is not pictured.



Focus 
Areas/Projects

Projects fall under one of 
the six focus areas 
intended to improve 
socio-economic outcomes 
and quality of homes



Accelerator
Innovators that lead 24 selected projects work with mentors on developing 
their ideas into implementable projects

Indigenous architects from the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada serve 
as mentors

Focus on project pre-design work, feasibility and community engagement

Innovators that develop their innovative ideas into implementable projects 
could receive funding for construction



Accelerator Launch 
Event

Four-day intensive workshop and two site visits to 
innovative housing projects in January 2020 in Nanaimo, BC

100 participants, including Innovators and mentors

Strong community of practice building component 
throughout the event

Planning for Indigenous Impact tools presented as 
framework to guide the development of innovators’ ideas



Accelerator to 
Implementation 

Process to move forward to Implementation:

 Control Framework Submissions

 Review process

 IHII SC/Cando/ISC Approval 



Implementation
-18 Projects successfully approved into the 
Implementation Phase

-2 Projects complete out of the 24:

1)CUMFI Central Urban Métis Federation 
Inc.(CUMFI)Round Prairie Elders’ Lodge 
(Saskatchewan)

2) Pikangikum Community Safe Village (Ontario)



IHII Circle
https://icenet.work/spaces/25/ihii-circle/ihii-
projects



Initiative's 
Partners

Aboriginal Savings Corporation of 
Canada 

 

McEwen School of Architecture 
(Laurentian University) 

 
 

Council for Advancement of Native 
Development Officers 

 

 
Minokaw Consulting 

 
Ecotrust Canada 

 

Royal Architectural Institute of 
Canada Indigenous Task Force 

 
 

Indigenous Clean Energy 
 

 

 
Vancouver Island University 

 
MASS Design Group 

 
 

Useful Links

More on the Initiative and the 24 selected 
projects
https://impact.canada.ca/en/challenges/indig
enous-homes 

Indigenous Homes Innovation Initiative’s Circle 
– an online knowledge-sharing platform
https://icenet.work/spaces/25/ihii-
circle/home 
Planning for Indigenous Impact Tools
https://icenet.work/spaces/25/ihii-circle/files 
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Muskowekwan Family 
Healing & Wellness Centre

Implementing Innovation: Indigenous Homes Innovation Initiative Saskatchewan Success Story
Cando National Conference Presentation – May 17, 2022



Our “Why” – Project Need
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Our Project Vision:
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• Rooted in the Cultural Responsiveness Framework (CRF), the 
Muskowekwan Family Healing and Wellness Centre will support First 
Nations families and communities in the territory and beyond in 
addressing the historical systemic and long-term effects of historical 
trauma as a direct result of the residential schooling system and the Sixties 
Scoop in Canada.  

• A distinctive family healing and wellness centre to support healing 
intergenerational trauma.

• Model of care developed with guidance from the First Nation community 
and will integrate a wide range of physical and mental health and 
wellness services and lifeskills programming. 

• Cultural and traditional supports are at the foundation of Centre 
programming and services.



Model of Care Overview
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Our Project Team:
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• Councillor Cynthia Desjarlais – Lead Innovator
• Former Chief Reginald Bellerose – Co-lead 

• Rachelle Holterman – Project Coordinator
• Ray Gosselin – IHII Architect Mentor
• Holterman Waller Strategy Inc. – Business Advisors & Project Coordination
• 1080 Architecture Planning + Interiors and Ray Gosselin Architect Ltd. – Architects
• Lakeland Log & Timber + KDM – Log Design & Construction Management



Current Board Providing Oversight:
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• Chief Jamie Wolfe
• Councillor Cynthia Desjarlais 
• Councillor Vanessa Wolfe

• Board may evolve as the Centre launches into operations
• Executive Director currently being recruited



Our Project Journey:
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Existing Landscape for MFN Leadership
• TRC Calls to Action
• Bill C92
• Transfer of Care & Control of Infrastructure 

Funding & Services
• ISC Devolution of Health Services
• Increasing Federal & Provincial Priority on 

Mental Health & Additions

Strategic Question:
Do we wait for these pieces to fall into place and 

take a number of years to secure capital and 
operating dollars for full vision?

Or do we “right size” the project to get  
something to launch sooner than later                                   

to be part of the solution?



Quote from Former Chief Bellerose – Early 2020:
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“We need to make this happen.  We can no longer wait to fund the big vision. Even if we 
got the capital dollars together, it is too much risk to start a new healing organization 
operationally at that scale.  We need to get an operation started to begin healing our 

people sooner than later.  The longer we wait, we see more of our people going to jail or 
into the grave.  Our families continue to fall apart.  And if we have an operation 

launched than we are positioned to be ready to be part of the answer to the numerous 
jurisdictional issues being discussed federally and provincially.  Let’s get something to 
market and scope the project to leverage what we already have for funding, leverage 

existing infrastructure to support cost efficiencies, and put our primary focus on 
building a model of care that will bring better outcomes for our people.  As a new 

operation, we need to be able to build confidence with funders and partners through 
demonstrating quality delivery and improved results.  We can’t do that by waiting.”



Strategic Approaches to Solution Development:
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• Creation of a new organization to pursue a new way of healing – this is primary focus, 
not capital and buildings – the buildings support this.

• IHII funding was spark plug to get this moving to reality.  

• Leverage an existing serviceable site (i.e. water, power, roads) with appropriate leases 
already in place – entrepreneurial pursuit of cost avoidance and quicker to 
implementation.

• Start with a practical scope with a manageable capital and operating plan that we can 
get to launch sooner than later to start delivering outcomes for our people.

• Focus on a small number of families to support with intake cycle in Year 1 – as this is a 
new model, this allows us to be nimble and continuously evolve and adapt the model of 
care.

• Model of care developed by Indigenous experts, guided by our people.

• Proof of concept and demonstrated success will allow us to expand both capital and 
operating over time with a functionally operating entity, evolving the model based on 
lessons learned and proven results for funders. 



Facility Design Community Input:
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Site Plan & Phasing:
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Our Project Successes:
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• Community-led, strong engagement and support from the community and Council.
• Continuity in project leadership and expert team - committed to the purpose.
• Strong relationship with regional FNIHB ISC office - provided planning funding 

several years to continue momentum on project. 
• IHII funding allowed us to secure two years of operating support through ISC 

which is hard to do outside of rigid programs.
• Strong academic and research partner which has supported efforts and funding for 

community engagement and model of care development.
• Selected as one of the project participants for the IHII program and funding.
• Successful advancing to IHII Implementation phase.
• Entrepreneurial focus to “right size” project to manageable scope and operations 

to get to launch sooner. 
• Model of care being developed by two Saskatchewan First Nation women based on 

community input.
• Private industry contribution part of capital funding mix.



Our Project Challenges:
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• Creating a new model – does not “fit within the box” of existing funding 
programs

• Starting a new organization from scratch – this is a lot of the effort

• Balancing within many important community priorities

• Community engagement and Council approvals “fatigue”

• Jurisdictional challenges

• Challenging provincial funding landscape

• “Chicken or the egg” – need to be closer to launch to secure partnerships 
and funding for operating

• Environmental window for log preparation

• Our people need this open now



Advice to Other Projects:
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• Don’t give up!!  Let your “why” drive you to keep going during adversity.

• Find a team that is experienced and committed to the purpose.

• Raise ideas and questions with funding organizations.

• Plan with the long-term vision in mind while taking on “manageable 
phases” to get to implementation and delivering outcomes sooner.

• On-reserve development a major barrier to project funding and timelines –
if you can leverage an appropriate site with existing sub-lease and adjacent 
infrastructure.

• Consider operational risk in finalizing a capital plan. Building too big, too 
soon could create high demands on an operational model that is brand 
new. Once we build a successful operational model, our site is ready for 
expansion of capital, operations and ultimately families coming through 
for healing.



Muskowekwan Family Healing & Wellness Centre

Any Questions?
29

Cynthia Desjarlais
Councillor & Board Member

cdesj_25@yahoo.ca

Rachelle Holterman
Project Coordinator

rachelle@hwstrategy.ca

mailto:cdesj_25@yahoo.ca
mailto:rachelle@hwstrategy.ca


Working Together to Create 
Affordable Housing for 

Métis Elders

A presentation by Central Urban Métis Federation Inc. (CUMFI)



 About CUMFI
 About the Elder’s Lodge
 Our Process
 Engaging Indigenous Suppliers
 Lessons Learned



 Established in 1993, CUMFI is one of the leading 
Indigenous Supported Housing and Wellness Community 
Organizations in Saskatoon
◦ 11 Supported and Transitional homes in the core neighbourhoods 

of Saskatoon (apartments and duplexes)

 Our mandate is to ensure that the voice of Métis people is 
heard at the municipal, provincial and federal level

 CUMFI has the goal of Indigenous goods and services 
procurement whenever possible



 Elders have voiced a need for Métis owned and operated affordable 
supported housing, and have been trying to have this built for 40 years.

 CUMFI has had this as a priority of the Board of Directors for 20 years
 A high percentage of Métis Elders live in poverty in Saskatoon
 1.1% vacancy rate for senior rental units under $1,500
 Expecting a significant (59.3%) increase in the 65+ population over the 

next 15 years



 Culturally appropriate housing for Métis Elders
 Affordable rents
 On-site support
 Elder engagement for design
 Speed of construction delivery
 Engage Indigenous suppliers whenever possible
 Maximize local Indigenous economic benefit



Idea Construction

How did we get there?



Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

 CUMFI assessed many project consultants based on 
value, experience, capabilities, and most importantly, a 
willingness to engage in a unique process and 
opportunity

 Big Block Construction met these requirements and 
had significant experience in affordable housing

 They were eager to partner with us and brought a 
collaborative spirit to the project. Learning was a key 
objective for them



Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

 IHII Accelerator Funding was key to providing financial 
assistance to start the project journey

 Big Block uses integrated design and modular methods 
to reduce the risk of the project and save time and cost

 It’s not just about picking an architect and general 
contractor, its important to have them involved from 
the start

 CUMFI employed a Project Management Team to 
navigate six funding programs





Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

Consultation

 Engaged an Indigenous consulting agency, Medicine 
Rope Strategies, to lead consultations with Métis Elders

 Two sessions with 30 Métis Elders gave us a good 
understanding of their vision for the new building and 
the amenities and support they desired

 Big Block Construction was invited to observe
 The Consultation Report was shared with the Design 

Team to help guide the process



Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

Consultation General 
Contractor Architect

 David Fortin (DTF Architecture) was assigned as 
CUMFI’s mentor through IHII

 DTF Architecture is a Métis Architectural firm, and had 
good knowledge of Saskatchewan Métis history and 
construction themes

 CUMFI quickly realized the value of engaging DTF as 
lead architect in the project

 DTF and Big Block have formed a strong and efficient 
working relationship, and DTF has gained a new 
appreciation and understanding for modular methods



Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

Consultation General 
Contrator Architect Project 

Development

 Bi-weekly Project Development Team meetings
 Big Block utilized a Gantt Chart to keep track of all the 

development areas and timelines
 Financing
 Design
 Municipal Approvals
 Construction Plan

 Weekly Design Team meetings to keep all team 
members up to date with progress and ensure CUMFI 
understands and approves design features
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Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

Consultation General 
Contractor Architect Project 

Development

 CUMFI discussed its procurement policy with Big Block 
 Goal  100% Indigenous Contractors

 Discussed the type of work required to complete 
project development that required 3rd Party contractors
 Environmental Assessment
 Geo-Technical
 Energy Efficiency

 CUMFI connected Big Block to Indigenous companies 
that were able to do the work
 SMEDCO, GDI, CCDF, and CUMFI’s suppliers



Idea
Project 

Development 
Consultant

Consultation General 
Contractor Architect Project 

Development
Tendering 
Strategy

 While modular construction is built offsite, there are 
many opportunities for sub-trades to complete work:
 Hookups for Electrical, Mechanical, HVAC
 Amenities wing
 Sidewalks
 Landscaping

 CUMFI discussed our goal of Indigenous procurement 
with Big Block
 Worked together to develop a decision matrix for 

choosing sub-contractors for the on-site work



 DTF Architecture
◦ Technical Drawings and Specifications

 CAE Solutions
◦ Environmental Assessment (Phase 1)
◦ Geo-Technical Study

 Medicine Rope Strategies
 Elder Consultation

 Vereco Homes
◦ Energy Efficiency Study

 Frontier Contracting
◦ Interior finishing

 True North Craning
◦ Module placement



 Key to success  

 Control cash flows through monthly Cost Consultant / Quantity Surveyors 
reports to keep costs and funding in check and contractors paid.

 Knowledge is power
◦ billing schedules
◦ funding draw schedules (and reporting requirements)



 Elders have wanted this building for over 40 years
 CUMFI has had it as a priority for past 20 years
 IHII Accelerator Funding was key to providing capital to start the project 

journey
 Construction will be complete by end of 2021
 This project is providing economic benefit to local and Indigenous 

contractors, and the community and neighbourhood in which we live



















 Find the right Project Development Consultant who is willing to work 
with your community and appreciates your vision, risk tolerance and 
financial capacity of the organization

 Funding for the project was the biggest hurdle. Work closely with 
organizations like CANDO and CMHC from the start and understand their 
program requirements and sustainability of the development

 Engage an Architect who will ensure your vision is met while 
understanding the need for cost efficiency

 Communicate your Indigenous Engagement Strategy to the General 
Contractor (GC) early on in the process, and understand that the GC has 
a level of comfort with certain sub-trades and suppliers from previous 
projects



 Relationship with project development consultant and 
involvement from start to finish was an important 
success factor

 Pre-plan release of tenders to ensure maximum reach to 
potential suppliers; Pre-qualify Indigenous contractors

 Seize the opportunity to build relationships between GC 
and Indigenous goods and service companies

 Financial Management is key.  Control cash flows 
through Cost Consultant / Quantity Surveyors reports to 
keep costs and funding in check. 



 Please feel free to contact CUMFI
◦ Shirley Isbister

President
Central Urban Metis Federation, Inc. (CUMFI)
Email: s.isbister@sasktel.net
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